Inspiring a
community of
successful
learners.

Respect
Valuing ourselves; valuing others; valuing the environment

resilience
Overcoming challenges

positivity
Approaching learning & life with happiness & confidence

The 3 Cs...
Careful

Caring

Courteous
Illustrations by Lily Winstanley-Fisher, Emily Cackett & Lottie Billett.

Please

You’re
welcome

Thank you

The 5
Fabulous
Phrases
Excuse me

I’m sorry

YEAR SIX CURRICULUM MAP

SUBJECT
SCIENCE
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

ART &
DESIGN
COMPUTING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

MUSIC
PSHE
PE

RE

AUTUMN

SPRING

SUMMER

Living things
Light
Electricity
in their
Animals
Evolution & inheritance
Habitats
Why did Britain once rule the
Why was winning the Battle of Britain
Why did the Ancient Maya
largest empire the world has
in 1940 so important?
change the way they lived?
ever seen?
How is climate change
How do volcanoes affect the
Who are Britain’s National Parks for?
affecting the world?
lives of people on Hiemaey?
2 of the following units:
How should your puppets tell their story?
Should your creature be fierce or friendly?
What sort of light will work for you?
What would the scissors say on screen?
A: Richard Buckminster Fuller –
P: Banksy – British Street Art
P: Mayan Art – symmetrical
Geodesic Domes
A: Burj Khalifa – tallest building
patterns
S: Clarice Cliff – pottery
in the world
A: Frank Gehry – Modern
[colour/shape/form]
Dancing House, Prague
P: Edvard Munch – The Scream
P: Lord Snowdon – Royal
photograher
Coding; Online Safety; Spreadsheets; Blogging; Text Adventure; Networks; Quizzing; Binary

Comparison of
modern day

Places around the school

Drinks, snack and
settlements with
ice-cream

School subjects
those in the past

Creating a café

Telling the time

Writing a tourist
guide
Britten – A
Reflect,
You’ve Got a
I’ll be There
Classroom Jazz 2
New year
Happy
Rewind and
Friend
Carol
Replay
Bullying (Core theme2)
Good to be me(Core theme1)
New Beginnings (Core Theme 3)
Going for Goals! (Core theme
Relationships (Core theme2)
Getting on/Falling out (Core theme 3)
1)
Changes (Core theme1)
Gymnastics
Dance
Gymnastics
Dance
Gymnastics
Games (Invasion)
Games (Striking/Fielding)
How can we live together in one
world?
What is the Buddhist way of
The Trinity: How is God three and
Adam, Eve, Christmas, Easter:
life?
yet one?
what are the connections?
How can churches help us to
What do the gospels say about
Easter: Did Jesus have to die?
understand Christian belief?
the birth of Jesus, and why is it
‘good news’?

ART & DESIGN CODES:
P:

Painter/photographer/artist

S:

Sculptor/craftsperson

A:

Architect/graphic designer

HURST PARK SCHOOL – GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTATION

Use a sharp pencil for drawing and drafting your work.

Use a blue handwriting pen for neat copies or final drafts of writing, with
your teacher’s permission (Year 6).

Write the date and title clearly above your work and underline using a
ruler (Key Stage 2).

Leave a clear line between paragraphs.

Always number any questions or answers clearly in the margin.

Write labels horizontally and clearly, drawing lines or arrows using a ruler.

Complete any colouring neatly using coloured pencils. Do not use felt tip
pens unless instructed.

Mistakes in pencil should be rubbed out using an eraser or should have a
single line drawn horizontally through them.

ALWAYS TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR WORK!

Handwriting Style at Hurst Park School

abcdefghi
jklmnopqr
stuvwxyz

Handwriting Style at Hurst Park School

ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ

Year
Group
Y6

Word Reading
As above and:
 Use knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes to investigate how
the meanings of words change e.g. un+happy+ness, dis+repute+able,
dis+respect+ful, re+engage+ment
 Use suffixes to understand meanings e.g. –cious, -tious, -tial, -cial
 Read and understand meaning of words on Y5/6 word list – see bottom
 Use etymology to help the pronunciation of new words e.g. chef, chalet,
machine, brochure – French in origin
 Employ dramatic effect to engage listeners whilst reading aloud
 Read extensively for pleasure
 Skim texts to ascertain the gist
 Use a combination of scanning and close reading to locate information
As above and:
 Evaluate texts quickly in order to determine their usefulness or appeal
 Understand underlying themes, causes and consequences within whole
texts
 Understand the structures writers use to achieve coherence; (headings;
links within and between paragraphs; connectives)
 Recognise authors’ techniques to influence and manipulate the reader

Comprehension
As above and:
Maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding what they read by:
 Listening to, reading and discussing an increasingly wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays and non-fiction.
 Regularly listening to whole novels read aloud by the teacher from an
increasing range of authors, which they may not choose themselves.
 Recognising themes within and across texts e.g. hope, peace, fortune,
survival
 Making comparisons within and across texts e.g. similar events in
different books, such as being an evacuee in Carrie’s War and Goodnight
Mr Tom
 Comparing texts written in different periods
 Analysing the conventions of different types of writing e.g. use of
dialogue to indicate geographical and/or historical settings for a story
 Independently read longer texts with sustained stamina and interest
 Recommending books to their peers with detailed reasons for their
opinions
 Expressing preferences about a wider range of books including modern
fiction, traditional stories, fiction from our literary heritage and books
from other cultures and traditions
 Learning a wider range of poems by heart
 Preparing poems and playscripts to read aloud and perform using
dramatic effects
Understand what they read by:
 Using a reading journal to record on-going reflections and responses to
personal reading
 Exploring texts in groups and deepening comprehension through
discussion
 Exploring new vocabulary in context
 Demonstrating active reading strategies e.g. challenging peers with
questions, justifying opinions, responding to different viewpoints within a
group

Key Learning in Reading
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Inferring characters feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions,
justifying inferences with evidence e.g. Point + Evidence + Explanation
Predicting what might happen from information stated and implied
Re-read and reads ahead to locate clues to support understanding and
justifying with evidence from the text
Scanning for key information e.g. looking for descriptive words
associated with a setting
Skimming for gist
Using a combination of skimming, scanning and close reading across a
text to locate specific detail
Identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to
meaning e.g. persuasive leaflet, balanced argument

Discuss and evaluate how authors use language including figurative
language, considering the impact on the reader
 Exploring, recognising and using the terms personification, analogy, style
and effect
 Explaining the effect on the reader of the authors’ choice of language
and reasons why the author may have selected these
Distinguish between statements of fact or opinion across a range of texts e.g.
first-hand account of an event compared with a reported example such as
Samuel Pepys’ diary and a history textbook
Participate in discussions about books building on their own and others’
ideas and challenging views courteously
Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including
through formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic
and using notes where necessary
 Preparing formal presentations individually or in groups
 Using notes to support presentation of information
 Responding to questions generated by a presentation
 Participating in debates on issues related to reading (fiction/non-fiction)
Provide reasoned justifications for their views
 Justifying opinions and elaborating by referring to the text e.g. Point +
Evidence + Explanation
Key Learning in Reading
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Use these notes to help you to know what to look
for and to help you record the reading session:
• Find a quiet corner
• Talk to the child about the book e.g. look at the
title, author, illustrator
• Encourage him/her to tell the story through the
pictures before attempting to read the book
• Ask the child to:
talk about the plot/story
- look at the setting of the book
- think about the characters
- discuss the relevance of the pictures
- discuss any hidden meanings
• Encourage child to 'have a go', before offering
help.
• Allow the child time to . use
his/her skills in order
.
to work out unknown words, before offering help.
• Encourage the child to use the storyline to help
them read unfamiliar words.
• Taking turns to read can sometimes help.
• Be a positive role model.
• Praise! Praise! Praise! Nothing works better!

QUESTIONS! QUESTIONS! QUESTIONS!
Questions that could be useful - but not all at one
session!
It's vital to ask questions to help children's
understanding, but too many questions may spoil the

pleasure of reading!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you think this book will be about? Why?
Have you read any other books, stories, poems like this
one?
Could this story have really happened? If not, why not?
Have you read any books by the same author?
How did the story begin? What happened next?
Did you guess what was going to happen in the end? If
not, what did you think was going to happen?
Could you continue the story? What would happen next?
Which character did you like best/least?
Do you know any people like the characters in the book?
Which character would you like to meet most/least?

Choose a good time to ask your questions.

.Enjoy reading with your child!

...

Year
Group
Y6

Composition

Transcription

Vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation

Composition

As above and:
 Manipulate sentences to create
particular effects
 Use devices to build cohesion
between paragraphs in
persuasive, discursive and
explanatory texts e.g. on the other
hand, the opposing view, similarly,
in contrast, although, additionally,
another possibility, alternatively, as
a consequence
 Use devices to build cohesion
between paragraphs in narrative
e.g. in the meantime, meanwhile,
in due course, until then
 Use ellipsis to link ideas between
paragraphs
 Identify and use colons to
introduce a list
 Identify and use semi-colons to
mark the boundary between
independent clauses e.g. It is
raining; I am fed up.
 Investigate and collect a range of
synonyms and antonyms e.g.
mischievous, wicked, evil, impish,
spiteful, well-behaved
 Explore how hyphens can be used
to avoid ambiguity e.g. man
eating shark versus man-eating
shark

As above and:
Plan their writing by:
 Identifying audience and purpose
 Choose appropriate text-form and
type for all writing
 Selecting the appropriate
language and structures
 Drawing on similar writing
models, reading and research
 Using a range of planning
approaches e.g. storyboard, story
mountain, discussion group, post-it
notes, ICT story planning

Key Learning in Writing
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Spelling

Handwriting

(see also the Lancashire Supporting Spelling
document for further detail and advice)

Draft and write by:
 Selecting appropriate vocabulary
and language effects, appropriate
to task, audience and purpose, for
precision and impact
 Introducing and developing
characters through blending
action, dialogue and description
within sentences and paragraphs
e.g. Tom stomped into the room,
flung down his grubby, school bag
and announced, through gritted
teeth, “It’s not fair!”
 Using devices to build cohesion
 Deviating narrative from linear or
chronological sequence e.g.
flashbacks, simultaneous actions,
time-shifts

(see also the Lancashire Supporting
Spelling document for further detail
and advice)
As above and:
 Be secure with all spelling rules
previously taught
 Write increasingly confidently,
accurately and fluently, spelling
with automaticity
 Use a number of different
strategies interactively in order to
spell correctly
 Develop self-checking and proofchecking strategies
 Use independent spelling
strategies for spelling unfamiliar
words

As above and:
 Write with increasing speed
 Choosing the writing implement
that is best suited for a task (e.g.
quick notes, letters)

 Punctuate bullet points
consistently
 Explore and collect vocabulary
typical of formal and informal
speech and writing e.g. find out –
discover, ask for - request, go in –
request
 Identify the subject and object of
a sentence
 Explore and investigate active and
passive e.g. I broke the window in
the greenhouse versus the window
in the greenhouse was broken

 Combining text-types to create
hybrid texts e.g. persuasive speech
 Evaluating, selecting and using a
range of organisation and
presentational devices for
different purposes and audiences
 Finding examples of where
authors have broken conventions
to achieve specific effects and
using similar techniques in own
writing – e.g. repeated use of ‘and’
to convey tedium, one word
sentence.
 Make conscious choices about
techniques to engage the reader
including appropriate tone and
style e.g. rhetorical questions,
direct address to the reader
 Use active and passive voice to
achieve intended effects e.g. in
formal reports, explanations and
mystery narrative

Evaluate and edit by:
 Reflecting upon the effectiveness
of writing in relation to audience
and purpose, suggesting and
making changes to enhance
effects and clarify meaning
 Proofreading for grammatical,
spelling and punctuation errors
Evaluate and improve performances
of compositions focusing on:
 Intonation and volume
 Gesture and movement
 Audience engagement
Key Learning in Writing
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Word lists
Y5/6
accommodate

communicate

environment

individual

prejudice

stomach

accompany

community

equip(ped)

interfere

privilege

sufficient

according

competition

equip(ment)

interrupt

profession

suggest

achieve

conscience*

especially

language

programme

symbol

aggressive

conscious*

exaggerate

leisure

pronunciation

system

amateur

controversy

excellent

lightning

queue

temperature

ancient

convenience

existence

marvellous

recognise

thorough

apparent

correspond

explanation

mischievous

recommend

twelfth

appreciate

criticise

familiar

muscle

relevant

variety

attached

(critic+ise)

foreign

necessary

restaurant

vegetable

available

curiosity

forty

neighbour

rhyme

vehicle

average

definite

frequently

nuisance

rhythm

yacht

awkward

desperate

government

occupy

sacrifice

bargain

determined

guarantee

occur

secretary

bruise

develop

harass

opportunity

shoulder

category

dictionary

hindrance

parliament

signature

cemetery

disastrous

identify

persuade

sincere(ly)

committee

embarrass

immediate(ly)

physical

soldier

Key Learning in Reading
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Key Learning in Mathematics – Year 6
Number – number and place value

Number – addition and subtraction

Number – multiplication and division

• Count forwards or backwards in steps of integers, decimals, powers of 10
• Read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine the

• Choose an appropriate strategy to solve a calculation based upon the

• Choose an appropriate strategy to solve a calculation based

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

value of each digit
Identify the value of each digit to three decimal places
Identify, represent and estimate numbers using the number line
Order and compare numbers including integers, decimals and negative numbers
Find 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and powers of 10 more/less than a given number
Round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy
Round decimals with three decimal places to the nearest whole number or one
or two decimal places
Multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100 and 1000 giving answers up to three
decimal places
Use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across zero
Describe and extend number sequences including those with multiplication and
division steps, inconsistent steps, alternating steps and those where the step size
is a decimal
Solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

numbers involved (recall a known fact, calculate mentally, use a jotting,
written method)
Select a mental strategy appropriate for the numbers in the calculation
Recall and use addition and subtraction facts for 1 (with decimals to
two decimal places)
Perform mental calculations including with mixed operations and
large numbers and decimals
Add and subtract whole numbers and decimals using formal written
methods (columnar addition and subtraction)
Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the
context of a problem, an appropriate degree of accuracy
Use knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations
Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts,
deciding which operations and methods to use and why
Solve problems involving all four operations, including those with
missing numbers

•
•
•
•

•
•

Number – fractions, decimals and percentages

Geometry – properties of shapes

•

• Compare and order fractions, including fractions > 1 (including on a number

• Compare/classify geometric shapes based on the properties and sizes
• Draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions and angles
• Illustrate and name parts of circles, including radius, diameter and

•

line)
• Use common factors to simplify fractions; use common multiples to express
fractions in the same denomination
• Recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and
percentages, including in different contexts
• Associate a fraction with division and calculate decimal fraction equivalents
3
(e.g. 0.375 and )
8

• Add and subtract fractions with different denominators and mixed numbers,
using the concept of equivalent fractions

• Multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest
1

1

1

form (e.g. x = )

•
•
•
•

4

2

8

1

1

Divide proper fractions by whole numbers (e.g. ÷ 2 = )
3

6

Find simple percentages of amounts
Solve problems involving fractions
Solve problems which require answers to be rounded to specified degrees of
accuracy
• Solve problems involving the calculation of percentages (e.g. of measures and
such as 15% of 260) and the use of percentages for comparison

Ratio and proportion
• Solve problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities where missing
values can be found using integer multiplication/division facts
• Solve problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using knowledge of
fractions and multiples
• Solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can
be found

circumference and know that the diameter is twice the radius

• Recognise, describe and build simple 3-D shapes, including making
nets
• Recognise angles where they meet at a point, are on a straight line, or
are vertically opposite, and find missing angles
• Find unknown angles in any triangles, quadrilaterals, regular polygons

•
•

upon the numbers involved (recall a known fact, calculate
mentally, use a jotting, written method)
Identify common factors, common multiples and prime
numbers
Use partitioning to double or halve any number
Perform mental calculations, including with mixed
operations and large numbers
Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit
whole number using the formal written method of long
multiplication
Multiply one-digit numbers with up to two decimal places
by whole numbers
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number
using the formal written methods of short or long division,
and interpret remainders as whole number remainders,
fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for the context
Use written division methods in cases where the answer has
up to two decimal places
Use estimation and inverse to check answers to calculations
and determine, in the context of a problem, an appropriate
degree of accuracy
Use knowledge of the order of operations to carry out
calculations
Solve problems involving all four operations, including
those with missing numbers

Measurement

Geometry – position and direction

• Use, read and write standard units of length, mass, volume

• Describe positions on the full coordinate grid (all four quadrants)
• Draw and translate simple shapes on the coordinate plane, and reflect

• Convert between standard units of length, mass, volume

them in the axes

Statistics
• Continue to complete and interpret information in a variety of sorting
diagrams (including sorting properties of numbers and shapes)
• Interpret and construct pie charts and line graphs and use these to
solve problems
• Solve comparison, sum and difference problems using information
presented in all types of graph
• Calculate and interpret the mean as an average

Algebra
•
•
•
•
•

Use simple formulae
Generate and describe linear number sequences
Express missing number problems algebraically
Find pairs of numbers that satisfy an equation with two unknowns
Enumerate possibilities of combinations of two variables

and time using decimal notation to three decimal places
and time using decimal notation to three decimal places

• Convert between miles and kilometres
• Recognise that shapes with the same areas can have
different perimeters and vice versa

• Calculate the area of parallelograms and triangles
• Recognise when it is possible to use formulae for area and
volume of shapes

• Calculate, estimate and compare volume of cubes and
cuboids using standard units, including cubic centimetres
(cm3) and cubic metres (m3), and extending to other units
(e.g. mm3 and km3)
• Calculate differences in temperature, including those that
involved a positive and negative temperature
• Solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of
units of measure, using decimal notation up to three
decimal places where appropriate

YEAR 6
NUMBER
Number and place value
Number
number
numeral
zero
one, two, three … twenty
teens numbers, eleven, twelve … twenty
twenty-one, twenty-two … one hundred, two
hundred … one thousand … ten thousand,
hundred thousand, million
none
how many …?
count, count (up) to, count on (from, to),
count back (from, to)
forwards
backwards
count in ones, twos, fives, tens, threes,
fours, eights, fifties, sixes, sevens, nines,
twenty-fives and so on to hundreds,
thousands
equal to
equivalent to
is the same as
more, less
most, least
tally
many
odd, even
multiple of, factor of
factor pair
sequence
continue
predict
few
pattern
pair, rule
relationship
next, consecutive
> greater than
< less than

≥ greater than or equal to
≤ less than or equal to
Roman numerals
integer, positive, negative
above/below zero, minus
negative numbers
formula
divisibility
square number
prime number
factorise
prime factor
ascending/descending order
digit total

Place value
ones
tens, hundreds
digit
one-, two- or three-digit number
place, place value
stands for, represents
exchange
the same number as, as many as
more, larger, bigger, greater
fewer, smaller, less
fewest, smallest, least
most, biggest, largest, greatest
one more, ten more, one hundred more, one
thousand more
one less, ten less, one hundred less, one
thousand less
equal to
compare
order
size
first, second, third … twentieth
twenty-first, twenty-second …
last, last but one
before, after
next
between
Vocabulary checklists
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halfway between
above, below

Estimating
guess
how many ...?
estimate
nearly
roughly
close to
approximate, approximately
about the same as
just over, just under
exact, exactly
too many, too few
enough, not enough
round, nearest, round to the nearest ten,
hundred, thousand, ten thousand
round up, round down

Addition and subtraction

Y
E
A
R
6

addition
add, more, and
make, sum, total
altogether
double
near double
half, halve
one more, two more … ten more … one
hundred more
how many more to make …?
how many more is … than …?
how much more is …?
subtract
take away
how many are left/left over?
how many have gone?
one less, two less, ten less … one hundred
less
how many fewer is … than …?
how much less is …?
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difference between
equals
is the same as
number bonds/pairs/facts
missing number
tens boundary, hundreds boundary, ones
boundary, tenths boundary
inverse

Multiplication and division
multiplication
multiply
multiplied by
multiple, factor
groups of
times
product
once, twice, three times … ten times
repeated addition
division
dividing, divide, divided by, divided into
left, left over, remainder
grouping
sharing, share, share equally
one each, two each, three each … ten each
group in pairs, threes … tens
equal groups of
doubling
halving
array
row, column
number patterns
multiplication table
multiplication fact, division fact
inverse
square, squared
cube, cubed

Fractions (including decimals,
percentages, ratio and proportion)
fraction, proper/improper fraction

equivalent fraction
mixed number
numerator, denominator
equivalent, reduced to, cancel
equal part
equal grouping
equal sharing
parts of a whole
half, two halves
one of two equal parts
quarter, two quarters, three quarters
one of four equal parts
one third, two thirds
one of three equal parts
sixths, sevenths, eighths, tenths …
hundredths, thousandths
decimal, decimal fraction, decimal point,
decimal place, decimal equivalent
proportion, in every, for every
ratio
percentage, per cent, %

Algebra
formula, formulae
equation
unknown
variable

MEASUREMENT
measure
measurement
size
compare
unit, standard unit
metric unit, imperial unit
measuring scale, division
guess, estimate
enough, not enough
too much, too little
too many, too few
nearly, close to, about the same as,

approximately
roughly
just over, just under

Length
centimetre, metre, millimetre, kilometre,
mile, yard, foot, feet, inch, inches
length, height, width, depth, breadth
long, short, tall
high, low
wide, narrow
thick, thin
longer, shorter, taller, higher … and so on
longest, shortest, tallest, highest … and so
on
far, further, furthest, near, close
distance apart … between … to … from
edge, perimeter, circumference
area, covers
square centimetre (cm2), square metre (m2),
square millimetre (mm2)
ruler
metre stick, tape measure

Weight
mass: big, bigger, small, smaller
weight: heavy/light, heavier/lighter, heaviest/
lightest
tonne, kilogram, half kilogram, gram, pound,
ounce
weigh, weighs, balances
heavy, light
heavier than, lighter than
heaviest, lightest
scales

Y
E
A
R
6

Capacity and volume
litre, half litre, millilitre, centilitre
cubic centimetres(cm3), cubic metres (m3),
cubic millimetres (mm3), cubic kilometres
(km3)
capacity
volume

Vocabulary checklists
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full
empty
more than
less than
half full
quarter full
holds, contains
container, measuring cylinder
pint, gallon

Temperature
temperature
degree
centigrade

Time

Y
E
A
R
6

time
days of the week, Monday, Tuesday …
months of the year (January, February ...)
seasons: spring, summer, autumn, winter
day, week, weekend, fortnight, month, year,
leap year, century, millennium
birthday, holiday
morning, afternoon, evening, night
bedtime, dinner time, playtime
today, yesterday, tomorrow
before, after
earlier, later
next, first, last
noon, midnight
calendar, date, date of birth
now, soon, early, late, earliest, latest
quick, quicker, quickest, quickly
slow, slower, slowest, slowly
old, older, oldest
new, newer, newest
takes longer, takes less time
how long ago?
how long will it be to …?
how long will it take to …?
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how often?
always, never, often, sometimes
usually
once, twice
hour, o’clock, half past, quarter past,
quarter to
5, 10, 15 … minutes past
a.m., p.m.
clock, clock face, watch, hands
digital/analogue clock/watch, timer
hour hand, minute hand
hours, minutes, seconds
timetable, arrive, depart
Roman numerals
12-hour clock time, 24-hour clock time
Greenwich Mean Time, British Summer
Time, International Date Line

Money
money
coin
penny, pence, pound
price, cost
buy, bought, sell, sold
spend, spent
pay
change
dear, costs more
cheap, costs less, cheaper
costs the same as
how much …?
how many …?
total
discount
currency
profit, loss

GEOMETRY

Properties of shape
shape, pattern
flat, line

curved, straight
round
hollow, solid
sort
make, build, construct, draw, sketch
perimeter
centre, radius, diameter
circumference, concentric, arc
net, open, closed
surface
angle, right-angled
congruent
intersecting, intersection
plane
base, square-based
size
bigger, larger, smaller
symmetry, symmetrical, symmetrical pattern
line symmetry
reflect, reflection
axis of symmetry, reflective symmetry
pattern, repeating pattern
match
regular, irregular

2-D shape
2-D, two-dimensional
corner, side
point, pointed
rectangle (including square), rectangular,
oblong
rectilinear
circle, circular
triangle, triangular
equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle,
scalene triangle
pentagon, pentagonal
hexagon, hexagonal
heptagon
octagon, octagonal
quadrilateral

parallelogram, rhombus, trapezium, kite
polygon
right-angled
parallel, perpendicular
x-axis, y-axis, quadrant

3-D shape
3-D, three-dimensional
face, edge, vertex, vertices
cube, cuboid
pyramid
sphere, hemisphere, spherical
cone
cylinder, cylindrical
prism, triangular prism
tetrahedron, polyhedron
octahedron
dodecahedron
net, open, closed

Position and direction
position
over, under, underneath
above, below
top, bottom, side
on, in
outside, inside
around
in front, behind
front, back
beside, next to
opposite
apart
between
middle, edge
centre
corner
direction
journey, route
left, right
up, down
Vocabulary checklists
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higher, lower
forwards, backwards, sideways
across
next to, close, near, far
along
through
to, from, towards, away from
clockwise, anticlockwise
compass point
north, south, east, west, N, S, E, W
north-east, north-west, south-east,
south-west, NE, NW, SE, SW
horizontal, vertical, diagonal
translate, translation
coordinate
movement
slide
roll
turn
stretch, bend
whole turn, half turn, quarter turn,
three-quarter turn
rotate, rotation
angle, is a greater/smaller angle than
degree
right angle
acute angle
obtuse angle
reflex angle
reflection
straight line
ruler, set square
angle measurer, compass, protractor

Y
E
A
R
6

STATISTICS
count, tally, sort, vote
survey, questionnaire, data, database
graph, block graph, pictogram
represent
group, set
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list, table, chart, bar chart, frequency table,
bar line chart
Carroll diagram, Venn diagram
line graph
pie chart
label, title, axis, axes
diagram
most popular, most common
least popular, least common
maximum/minimum value
outcome
mean (mode, median, range as estimates
for this)
statistics, distribution

GENERAL
pattern
puzzle
problem, problem solving
mental, mentally
what could we try next?
how did you work it out?
show how you …
explain your thinking
explain your method
describe the pattern
describe the rule
investigate
recognise
describe
draw
compare
sort
greatest value, least value
mental calculation
written calculation
statement
justify
make a statement
explain your reasoning

